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ABSTRACT
Materials with extreme mechanical properties leads to future technological
advancements. However, discovery of these materials is non-trivial. The use of machine
learning (ML) techniques and density functional theory (DFT) calculation for structure
properties prediction has helped to the discovery of novel materials over the past decade.
ML techniques are highly efficient, but less accurate and density functional theory (DFT)
calculation is highly accurate, but less efficient. We proposed a technique to combine ML
methods and DFT calculations in discovering new materials with desired properties. This
combination improves the search for materials because it combines the efficiency of ML
and the accuracy of DFT. Here, we train a ML algorithm, the algorithm is used to make
prediction. We use stein novelty (SN) score which recommends potential candidates from
the ML prediction. We then verify the potential candidates using DFT calculation. In our
demonstration, we use three property space for our search: Bulk Modulus vs Shear
Modulus, Shear Modulus vs Hardness and Pugh’s ratio vs Poisson’s ratio. In exploring
our property space, we found 30 crystal structures with high bulk and shear moduli, 21
crystal structures with ultrahigh hardness, and 11 crystal structures with negative
Poisson’s ratio from original 85,707 crystal structures taking from material project
database. The method deployed herein can be extended to push other material properties
to the limit.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
The term extreme is defined as something farthest or highest from one another,
that is materials with unusual mechanical properties such as super hard materials,
extremely negative Poisson’s ratio[1]. In the past decade, material scientists have been
favorably using high throughput screening (HTS) for structure property prediction with
high accuracy in searching for new materials[2]. However, HTS prediction at the
quantum level (first principles) is, although highly accurate, less efficient and hence time
consuming and computationally expensive[2,3]. In contrast prediction at the classical
level (such as classical molecular dynamics) is highly efficient but less accurate since
they usually scale linear with the number of atoms[4,5]. Because of the computation cost
of DFT[6] and the less accuracy of classical potential, an intuitive idea is to bridge the
gap between DFT-level accuracy and classical-level efficiency.
ML technique offers the possibility of bridging this gap[7], and the application of
ML has already help in speeding the process for novel material discovery[8]. These
discovered materials are important to the Engineer because they enable future
technological developments in area such as sustainable energies technologies, energy
efficient processes[9]. ML techniques have been used extensively for material properties
prediction over the past decades, because ML has high efficiency, and accuracy closed to
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that of DFT[10,11]. The accuracy of a ML technique depends on the effective input
representation of the crystal structures since the atomic positions are not rotationally and
translationally invariant[12]. Such input representation is known as descriptors or
features. The idea behind the use of ML technique for structure properties prediction is to
analyze and map the relationship between the properties of materials and their
characteristics by extracting information from existing data without given any explicit
knowledge on how to draw conclusion from data[13]. With given data, ML algorithm
learn the rules and relationship that underlie a dataset by assessing the data and build a
model to make prediction[13], for example ML model have been used for the prediction
of mechanical properties of metal alloy[14,15], band gap energies of crystal[16,17], the
formation energies of crystal[18–20], melting temperature of binary inorganic
compounds[21]. ML techniques have been used to introduced a new kind of
representation of DFT potential energy surface (PES), which provides the energy and
forces as a function of all atomic position in system of arbitrary size[22].
Though ML is highly efficient, it has some limitation which tends to reduce its
accuracy in predicting properties. Such limitation include measurement error[23], lack of
generality and precision, reliance on high-quality data[24], inability to determine high
level concept[25], prone to artifact[26], good in interpolation but poor in
extrapolation[21,27]. Another critic in ML techniques is the lack of novel laws,
understanding , and knowledge from their use because ML techniques are treated as black
box[5].
In our research, we combined ML efficiency with DFT accuracy for structure
property prediction, we used mechanical properties as the property search space (bulk
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modulus (K) vs shear modulus (G), shear modulus vs hardness and Pugh’s ratio (k) vs
Poisson’s ratio(ν), after thoroughly screening of 85707 crystal structures gotten from
material project[28] database, we found 30 crystal structures with high bulk and shear
moduli, 21 crystal structures with high shear modulus and hardness and 11 crystal
structures with negative Poisson’s ratio. We compare our result with ML techniques:
Crystal graph convolution neural network (CGCNN)[10], Lasso regression[29] and Ridge
regression[30].

1.2 RESEARCH GOAL
Most empirical potential used in classical molecular dynamics simulation are
efficient but not accurate, on the other hand, accurate electronic structure calculation
(DFT) are limited to several hundreds of atoms making modelling beyond nanoscale
inadequate and they are also computational expensive. The goal of this research is to
bridge the gap between DFT-level accuracy and classical-level efficiency by combine
ML techniques and DFT calculations.
Objective of the thesis include:
1.) To investigate material properties using boundless objective-free eXploration
(BLOX) and DFT
2.) To search extreme mechanical properties of materials
3.) To compare some ML techniques with DFT results
The result of this study shows how we can successfully combine ML techniques with
DFT to discover materials with unusual properties.
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1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE
This thesis is organized into five main chapters. The first chapter present the introduction,
background, research goal and objectives. The second chapter present a literature review
on CGCNN, BLOX and Descriptors. The Third chapter present the methodology used in
this study. The fourth chapter present results and discussion from the study. The final
chapter present conclusion and future work to be done to improve the existing method
used in this study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, an overview of research work related to combining ML and DFT
is presented. This chapter will discuss the general machine learning approach, BLOX
algorithm in selecting of potential candidates and descriptors used to obtain accurate
result in our ML techniques.

2.1 GENERAL MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH FOR MATERIAL
SCIENCE
The material scientist relies on experiments and simulation-based model for
material characterization[31]. However, in recent years ML techniques have been used
for material properties prediction and material design[32]. ML bypasses the
computational cost of solving Schrodinger equation[33] there by making ML techniques
highly efficient.
ML is the study of computer algorithm that uses data to carry out specific task,
and improves automatically through experience, it is a subset of artificial intelligence
(AI). ML algorithm build a model based on input data (training data), to make prediction
without being explicitly programmed[34]. Traditionally, ML is broadly divided into three
categories:
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1) Supervised learning: In supervise learning, the algorithm is presented with
inputs and the desire output in other to learn and establish a relationship
between the input and output.
2) Unsupervised learning: In unsupervised learning, only the input is presented
to the algorithm, the algorithm itself finds a pattern within the data.
3) Semi-supervised learning: Semi-supervise learning fall between supervised
and unsupervised learning, some of the training data do not have a label.
ML algorithm can be used for regression, Classification, or active learning.

2.2 DESCRIPTORS
In ML techniques, controlling the performance to enhance its accuracy is based
on how compound/structures are represented in dataset[35]. For the material scientist, the
atomic positions in crystal structure are not suitable for direct input representation
because they are not rotationally and translationally invariant[12]. The transform input
data are called descriptors/features. Selecting a good descriptor is a very important step
because a good descriptor can explain a target property well and this led to a robust
prediction model of a target property[35], combining descriptors with ML methods led to
a model capable of accurate structure properties prediction. Chemical descriptors based
on elemental properties have been successfully applied for various computational
discovery[36], nonetheless, this is not suitable for modelling crystal structures with the
same composition since they ignore structural information[37]. Here, we introduce a new
descriptor that combine both structural and elemental descriptors, this is called classical
force-field inspired descriptors (CFID)[37,38], this is because to cover a wide range of
crystal structures, it is good to combined elemental and structural representation as
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descriptors[35,39], these combine descriptors can also be applied to molecular system.
Elemental representations include atomic number, atomic mass, period, and group in the
period table, first ionization energy, second ionization energy, electron affinity, Pauling
electronegativity, Allen electronegativity, Van der Walls radius, covalent radius, atomic
radius, melting and boiling point, density, molar volume, heat of fusion, heat of
vaporization, thermal conductivity, and specific heat. These helps to captures essential
information about compounds. Structural representations include simple coordination
number, Voronoi polyhedron of central atom, angular distribution function, radial
distribution function, bond-orientational order parameter[40] and angular Fourier
series[41]. The CFID consist of 1557 descriptors for each crystal structures: 438 average
chemical, 4 simulation-box-size, 378 radial charge-distribution, 100 radial distribution,
179 angle-distribution up to the first neighbor, 179 angle-distribution up to the second
neighbor, 179 dihedral angle up to the first neighbor and 100 nearest neighbor
descriptors.

2.3 CGCNN
CGCNN is a ML technique used for structure properties prediction, the aim is to
see if we can rely on ML model in finding extreme mechanical properties, this will in
turn reduce computational as cost. The CGCNN model combines the descriptor and the
learning model into one inseparable step i.e. the model learn material properties directly
from the connection of atom in the crystal[10]. The CGCNN framework represent
periodic crystal that provides material property prediction with DFT accuracy[3,10]. Here
the crystal structure is represented by a crystal graph that encodes both atomic
information and bonding interaction between atoms, and then it builds a convolutional
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neural network (CNN) on top of the graph to automatically extract features that are used
for predicting target properties by training with DFT calculated data. The CNN consist of
two major components: convolutional layer and pooling layers. After convolutions, the
network automatically learns the features vectors for each atom. The pooling layer is then
used for producing an overall features vector for each atom. The pooling layer is then
used for producing an overall features vector for the crystal.
Implementation of CGCNN is available at https://github.com/txie-93/cgcnn[10].

2.4 BLOX ALGORITHM
Implementation of BLOX is available at https://github.com/tsudalab/BLOX[42].
In BLOX implementation, a ML model is built to predict the properties of materials for
which current data on calculated properties is available. In searching a property space,
BLOX search outside the boundary to capture properties of materials that lies at the edge
of the boundary. BLOX employs stein discrepancy which boundless evaluate a kind of
distance between any two distribution in any dimensional space[43]. After the initial
preparation by selecting materials from materials project database[28], the search is
performed by repeating the following steps. Step1, construct a property prediction model.
Step2, selection of candidate using SN score based on stein discrepancy. Step3,
evaluation of selected candidate by DFT.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the methodology in which the research is conducted is presented
as show in Figure 3.1 below. This includes training a CGCNN model, running BLOX
algorithm, and DFT calculations.
First, we used the CFID to transform our crystal structures to ML input, we used
BLOX coupled with Random Forest (RF) ML algorithm to screen 85707 crystal
structures (unchecked data) downloaded from material project database. We split our
unchecked data into 10 different jobs, so we can run the jobs in parallel. RF algorithm
coupled in BLOX learns the features input and the RF model predict properties of the
unchecked data. The BLOX algorithm uses the SN score to recommend potential
candidate base on the highest score given (SN scores measures a deviation between the
observed property and the predicted property of the unchecked data by using stein

Figure 3.1 Schematic of workflow performed in this study
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discrepancy), as shown in the equation below.

𝑆𝑁(𝑉 𝑈 {𝑝}) = 𝑆𝐷(𝑉) − 𝑆𝐷(𝑉 𝑈 {𝑝})

(1)

Where 𝑝 is the predicted unchecked point by ML, we select the candidate with the largest
SN.
We selected 25 crystal structures each from the 10 jobs, making a total of 250
recommended candidate. We perform DFT calculation using plane-wave basis projector
augmented wave (PAW) method[44], with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchangecorrelation functional[45], as implemented in the VASP code[46–48], the cutoff energy is
set to 500eV for the recommended crystal structures to find extreme mechanical
properties. DFT was calculated for these recommended structures because the ML
prediction was not accurate enough due to the descriptors used and the number of input
data. We build a CGCNN, Lasso regression and Ridge regression model and compare our
prediction with DFT for the recommended structures.
After each round of DFT, we add the DFT verified data to the observed data and
repeat the process, we found out that BLOX explore out of trend material in every
direction, so we must set a constraint in other to control the direction of the search i.e., if
we are looking for ultrahigh mechanical properties, we have to clean our data by
removing very low mechanical properties from our input data, so that BLOX can search
the upper boundary and vice versa. Figure 3.2 below shows the scatter plot of the
observed properties for bulk vs shear moduli property space. Here, we used 2000
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structure as the input to train the model for the property prediction. Figure 3.3 below
show the scatter plot for the shear vs hardness property space. Here we used 1980
structures as the input to train the model for the property prediction, while figure 3.4
below show the scatter plot for the Pugh’s ratio vs Poisson’s ratio property space. Here,
we used 2000 structures as the input to train the model for the property prediction.

Figure 3.2 Properties of Observed data for Bulk Modulus vs Shear Modulus
property space
In each round we train a CGCNN model with the observed data and make
prediction for our recommended materials in other to compare with DFT calculations.
The loop of DFT/BLOX/recommendations were performed at least 4 rounds until there is
no significant amount of new interested material properties obtained.
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Figure 3.3 Properties of Observed data for Shear Modulus vs Hardness property
space.

Figure 3.4 Properties of Observed data for Pugh’s ratio vs Poisson’s ratio
property space
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result of this research is described in three major subsections based on the
property space used.

4.1 BULK VS SHEAR MODULI
The first property space that was explore for searching extreme mechanical
properties was the bulk modulus vs shear modulus property space. Here, we are
interested in structure with high bulk modulus and shear modulus, because structure with
high bulk and shear modulus has the tendency of being super hard material. Super hard
materials are materials with hardness exceeding 40 GPa and they are of great importance
because of their industrial application such as abrasives, polishing, disc brakes, proactive
coating and cutting tools. Here, we show the results for different rounds of BLOX and
DFT calculations to find materials with high bulk and shear moduli from exploring the
material project database. Figure 4.1 below shows the recommended materials by BLOX.
From Figure 4.1, BLOX using SN score recommend some materials which have
higher chance to be out of trend for the first round. Figure 4.2 below show the DFT
calculation for the first round of recommended materials.
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Figure 4.1 Observed data and BLOX prediction for first round for recommended
structures.

Figure 4.2 Observed data and first round DFT calculation for recommended structure
without boundary.
The DFT calculated values pushed the properties to the limit in every direction, as
we found materials with extremely high and low bulk modulus and shear modulus. This
is because BLOX algorithm search for out of trend materials in all direction. Figure 4.3
below show that BLOX algorithm for this second round recommend materials that are
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not in the direction of interest, because BLOX is not smart to know the direction of
interested since it searches in all direction whether the upper limit or the lower limit, so in
other to get the right direction of interest we set a boundary to help guide BLOX in the
direction needed.

Figure 4.3 Observed data and BLOX prediction for second round without boundary.

For this property search we remove any materials with bulk modulus less than
130 GPa, since our target is to find materials with extremely high mechanical strength.
Figure 4.4 below show the first round DFT for the recommended structures after the
boundary has been applied.
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Figure 4.4 Observed data and first round DFT calculation for recommended structure
with boundary.
Figure 4.5 below show the second round recommended material by BLOX after
boundary has been applied, here we can see that the BLOX prediction are now in the
direction of interest. BLOX was able to recommend out of trend material towards the
upper limit, these recommended materials have a high probability of having extremely
high bulk and shear moduli. Figure 4.6 below, we observed the DFT calculations for the
recommended candidate from BLOX, we found about 3 crystal structures with extremely
high bulk and shear moduli. Figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 show the recommended material
from BLOX, here we can observe that BLOX recommended material in the upper limit
after the boundary has been applied.
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Figure 4.5 Observed data and BLOX prediction for second round with boundary.

Figure 4.6 Observed data and second round DFT for recommended structure.
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Figure 4.7 Observed data and BLOX prediction for third round.

Figure 4.8 Observed data and BLOX prediction for fourth round.
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Figure 4.9 and figure 4.10 below show the third and fourth rounds DFT calculation for
the recommended material respectively. From figure 4.9, we observed the DFT
calculations for the recommended materials from BLOX, we found about 10 structures
with high bulk and shear modulus. Similarly, we found about 12 crystal structure from
the fourth round of BLOX recommended material as shown in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.9 Observed data and fourth round DFT for recommended structure.

Figure 4.10 Observed data and fourth round DFT for recommended structure.
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Figure 4.11 below show the initial observed data with all rounds of DFT calculation, here
we can see that after carefully exploring 85707 crystal structures from the material
project database, we found 30 structures with high bulk and low moduli.

Figure 4.11 Observed data and all rounds of DFT for recommended structures.
Figure 4.12 below show the comparison between the machine learning model (CGCNN,
Lasso regression and Ridge regression) used for property prediction and DFT calculation
for the first round. We can see that the ML model could not push the property to the limit,
because the accuracy of the ML model was reduced due to the small number of input data
available, and descriptor used.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison between DFT calculation and prediction from ML model for
first round recommended structures.
Figure 4.13 below show the maximum and average distance between CGCNN prediction
and DFT calculations for the recommended structure with high bulk and shear moduli,
we observed that as the number of rounds increases, the distance between the CGCNN
prediction and DFT calculation decreases.
Figure 4.14 below show the mean absolute error for CGCNN, Lasso regression and
Ridge regression for bulk and shear moduli respectively, we observed that the ML model
do not necessarily improve as we add few hundreds to the initial 2000 observed data.
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Figure 4.13 Maximum and average distance between outlier of CGCNN and DFT
calculation with high bulk and shear moduli.

Figure 4.14 MAE for CGCNN, Lasso regression and Ridge regression for bulk
modulus and shear modulus.
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4.2 ULTRAHIGH HARDNESS
Our recent high throughput on ultrahigh carbon allotropes illustrates that the
hardness is strongly correlated with the shear modulus[49]. Using the shear modulus and
hardness property space, we were able to find some materials with ultrahigh hardness. A
high shear modulus is essential to high hardness because they are highly correlated, and it
show more substantial relationship with hardness[50]. Hardness is the measure of the
resistance to localized plastic deformation, materials with a hardness value exceeding 40
GPa when measured by the Vickers hardness test are super hard materials[51]. While
hard materials usually have high bulk modulus, high bulk modulus does not necessarily
mean a material is hard. Shear modulus provides a better correlation with hardness than
bulk modulus[52]. Figure 4.15 below show the BLOX prediction for each of
recommended materials using SN scores, these materials have the tendency of having
ultrahigh hardness.
Figure 4.16 below show the DFT calculations for each round of DFT. We observed from
the DFT calculations that BLOX was able to recommend structures with high hardness.
Figure 4.17 below show the initial observed data and all rounds of DFT calculation
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Figure 4.15a

Figure 4.15b

Figure 4.15c

Figure 4.15d

Figure 4.15 Observed data and BLOX prediction for each round
We were able to find 21 structures with high shear modulus and high hardness as
observed from figure 4.17. Figure 4.18 below show the maximum and average distance
between CGCNN prediction and DFT calculations for the recommended structure with
high shear modulus and hardness, we observed that as the number of rounds increases,
the distance between the CGCNN prediction and DFT calculation decreases.
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Figure 4.16a

Figure4.16c

Figure 4.16b

Figure 1.16d

Figure 4.16 Observed data and DFT calculations for each round
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Figure 4.17 Observed data and all rounds of DFT calculation for the recommended
structures

Figure 4.18 Maximum and average distance between outlier of CGCNN and DFT
calculation with high and shear moduli
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4.3 NEGATIVE POISSON’S RATIO
Poisson’s ratio is defined as the ratio of lateral strain in solid over the longitudinal
strain measured in a simple tension experiment[53]. Most materials have positive
Poisson’s ratio, but a portion of solid materials has negative Poisson’s ratio, known as
auxetic materials. The materials with negative Poisson’s ratio have unique properties
such as high energy absorption, high fracture resistance, difficult to shear, enhance
toughness[54] and very difficult to cause indentation. We use the Pugh’s ratio (defined as
the ratio between the shear modulus and the bulk modulus to distinguish the
ductile/brittle behavior of material[55,56]) for this search because it is negatively
correlated with Poisson’s ratio. BLOX prediction of recommended material using SN
scores is shown in figure 4.19.
Figure 4.20 shows below shows the DFT calculations for each round. Here, we were able
to find some structures from each of BLOX recommendation. Figure 4.21 shows the
initial observed data and all rounds of DFT calculation. We were able to find 11 new
structures with negative Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 4.19a

Figure 4.19b

Figure 2.19c

Figure 4.19d

Figure 4.19 Observed data and BLOX prediction for each round
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Figure 4.20a

Figure 4.20c

Figure 3.20b

Figure 4.20d

Figure 4.20 Observed data and DFT calculations for each round
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Figure 4.21 Observed data and all rounds DFT calculation for the recommended
structures.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented the application of machine learning method and
DFT calculation for structure property search. Here, we used BLOX algorithm coupled
with RF ML model to recommend out of trend materials using SN score. We verify the
recommended structures with DFT calculations. We were able to bypass the heavy
computational cost of searching database with full DFT calculations. The efficiency of
ML method helps to improves the search while verifying the prediction with DFT
improve the accuracy of the search. We employ the use of mechanical properties for the
property space. After exploring 85,707 crystal structures using bulk modulus, shear
modulus, hardness, Pugh’s ratio, and Poisson’s ratio as the property space for the search,
we found 30 structures with high bulk and shear moduli, 21 structures with high hardness
and 11 structures with negative Poisson’s ratio.
We also compare our DFT result and ML model (CGCNN, Lasso regression and
Ridge regression) for the recommended candidate by BLOX, and we found out that the
ML models could not push the properties to the limit which is one of the main drawbacks
for almost all ML models. This is understandable considering that most ML models can
only predict properties within the original range of training data, while they can hardly
predict properties outside.
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5.1 FUTURE WORK
1) BLOX algorithm recommends out of trend materials based on SN score. These
materials have the tendency of having ultrahigh or low mechanical properties. We want
to improve the success rate of our recommended materials such that most of the
recommended materials will go in the direction of interest.
2) We need improve our ML algorithm by generate different descriptors and using other
ML model to increase the efficiency of the model in other to push properties to the limit.
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